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Abstract
Non-invasive estimation of serum potassium, [K+ ], and
calcium, [Ca2+ ], are of major importance to prevent
ventricular arrhythmias and sudden cardiac death, but
current ambulatory estimation methods, mostly based on
T wave properties, are limited. We present an analysis
based on QRS slopes to detect and quantify electrolyte
abnormalities in end-stage renal disease (ESRD) patients.
We applied principal component analysis to 12-lead
electrocardiograms (ECGs) of 29 ESRD patients
undergoing hemodialysis (HD). In the first principal
component, we analyzed two-minute segments at the end
of each HD hour and computed a mean warped QRS
complex (MWQRS) representing an optimal average of
QRS complexes. We calculated the upward (IUS ) and
downward (IDS ) slope of the MWQRS and we quantified
the relative slope changes with respect to the end of the
HD session (∆IUS and ∆IDS ).
∆IUS and ∆IDS significantly increased and decreased,
respectively, during HD in association with decreasing
[K+ ] and increasing [Ca2+ ]. The median correlation
coefficients of ∆IUS and ∆IDS with the change in
[K+ ] were −0.84 and 0.88, respectively. Corresponding
correlation coefficients with the change in [Ca2+ ] were
0.78 and −0.91. The quantified QRS slope changes were
related to both amplitude and duration changes in the
QRS complex during HD.
Changes in QRS slopes are strongly related to variations
in [K+ ] and [Ca2+ ] during HD and could be used to
monitor electrolyte concentrations in ESRD patients.

1.

decreased ability to maintain potassium and calcium
homeostasis.
Serum potassium ([K+ ]) and calcium
2+
([Ca ]) levels outside normal ranges, in the form of hypoor hyperkalemia and hypo- or hypercalcemia, increase the
risk for life-threatening arrhythmias and sudden cardiac
death [2, 3].
Electrocardiogram
(ECG)
depolarization
and
repolarization are known to be affected by variations
in [K+ ] and [Ca2+ ] [2–4], which has been used to derive
markers for continuous monitoring of [K+ ] and [Ca2+ ]. In
a recently published study [5], several T wave indices are
featured as candidates for [K+ ] and [Ca2+ ] monitoring.
However, the majority of these features do not account
for changes in the whole ECG morphology induced by
[K+ ] and [Ca2+ ] variations but most commonly refer to a
specific time point or small portion of the T wave.
In previous studies [6–8], we used time-warping
techniques to characterize changes in the shape of the
T wave at varying [K+ ] in patients and simulated ECGs.
Also, we investigated changes in the nonlinear dynamics
of the T wave at varying [K+ ] [9]. A strong relationship
was found between investigated linear and nonlinear
features of the T wave and [K+ ] [8, 10]. To further
improve prediction of electrolyte levels, ECG markers
characterizing the T wave could be combined with markers
of the QRS complex, which is also known to be affected by
varying [K+ ] and [Ca2+ ] [2–4].
In this study, we characterized the morphology of
the QRS complex by quantifying its upward (IUS ) and
downward (IDS ) slopes during hemodialysis (HD) in
ESRD patients. We investigated how changes in IUS and
IDS were related to [K+ ], [Ca2+ ] and heart rate (HR)
variations.

Introduction

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) affects around 10% of
humanity, with high economic cost, increased mortality
risk and decreased quality of life [1]. At the final stage
of CKD, end-stage renal disease (ESRD) patients present
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2.

Methods

2.1.

Study population

R

The study population comprised 29 ESRD patients from
Hospital Clı́nico Universitario de Zaragoza (HCUZ), with
48-hour 12-lead ECGs. ECG acquisition started 5 minutes
before the onset of HD and lasted 48 hours, as shown
in Figure 1 [6–8]. Concurrently, six blood samples were
taken at the HD onset, at every hour during the HD session,
at the HD end (minute 215 or 245, depending on the
patient) and after 48 hours, immediately before the next
HD session (Figure 1, h0 to h48 ). [K+ ] and [Ca2+ ] as well
as HR were measured at those time points. All patients
provided signed informed consent. The ethical committee
approved the study protocol (CEICA ref. PI18/003).

Q
S

Figure 2. MWQRS from a patient’s ECG at the start of
HD (h0 ). Locations of Q (onset of MWQRS), R (peak
of MWQRS) and S (end of MWQRS) waves are marked,
as well as the locations of maximum and minimum QRS
complex derivative (red and blue asterisks, respectively).
respectively:

Figure 1. Diagram of the study protocol. h0 to h48 are the
time points (in minutes) for blood sample extraction.

IUS = max{x′QRS (n)}, n ∈ {Q + 1, ..., R − 1},

(1)

IDS = min{x′QRS (n)}, n ∈ {R + 1, ..., S − 1},

(2)

n

n

2.2.

with

Preprocessing of ECG signals

A wavelet-based algorithm was used for single-lead
delineation of the ECG [11]. Baseline wander, muscle
and electric noise was attenuated by proper filtering
[12]. Spatial principal components (PCs) were obtained
by computing the inter-lead auto-correlation matrix of
QRS complexes in a stable ECG segment at the end of
the HD session. The first PC was used to enhance the
QRS complex energy and allow more precise delineation
[13]. The locations of the QRS onset, peak and end were
identified.
Mean warped QRS complexes (MWQRS) were
calculated from aligned QRS complexes at two-minutes
windows centered at each of the analyzed time points when
blood samples were extracted, representing optimal QRS
averages [13]. Each MWQRS, calculated at h0 , h1 , h2 , h3
and h4 , is denoted by xQRS (n).

2.3.

Measurement of QRS Slopes

x′QRS (n) = 0.5 · (xQRS (n + 1) − xQRS (n − 1)),

and Q, R and S being the sample locations of the onset,
peak and end of the MWQRS, respectively (see Figure 2).
For time samples n at the limits of the QRS upward
and downward intervals, the derivative computation in
equation (3) require values outside the interval. In such
cases, those values are replaced with the ones at the
interval limit. Both slopes are expressed in mV/ms.
From the values of IUS and IDS along HD, we quantified
the change in QRS slopes with respect to the end of the
HD session (h4 ) and we denoted them as ∆IUS and ∆IDS .
The Pearson correlation coefficient ρ and the coefficient
of determination R2 between ∆IUS (∆IDS , respectively)
and the changes in [K+ ], [Ca2+ ] and RR were computed to
assess the strength of electrolyte and heart rate variations
on QRS slopes during HD.

3.

From each MWQRS, the upward slope, IUS , and the
downward slope, IDS , were computed [14, 15]. IUS and
IDS were defined as the maximum and minimum value
of the MWQRS complex derivative denoted by x′QRS (n),

(3)

Results and Discussion

Fig. 3 shows the relationship between ∆IUS (∆IDS ,
respectively) and ∆[K+ ] for the 29 patients (panels a-b).
∆IUS and ∆IDS took the smallest and largest values
at the beginning of the HD session, corresponding to
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Figure 3. Panels a-b: Relationships of ∆IUS (red) and ∆IDS (red) with ∆[K+ ] (blue) from MWQRS of 29 ESRD patients.
The central line indicates the median, whereas top and bottom edges show the 25th and 75th percentiles. Each purple dot
corresponds to an individual patient. Bottom panels show the MWQRS complexes and QRS slopes variations during HD
with ∆[K+ ] for a patient. Location of Q, R and S waves were marked by black, purple and green circles, respectively. Red
and blue asterisks show the locations associated with IUS and IDS in the QRS complex, respectively. ∆ denotes change
with respect to the end of HD session (h4 ).
the highest [K+ ] values, respectively. In the bottom
panels of Fig. 3, significant changes in the morphology
of the QRS complex can be observed during HD. Both
QRS markers significantly varied with decreasing [K+ ]
during HD, in all the ESRD patients. As shown in the
figure, QRS slope changes in ESRD patients were related
to both amplitude and duration of the QRS complex.
Correlation analysis was performed to assess the
relationship between ∆[K+ ], ∆[Ca2+ ] or ∆RR variations
(representing changes in [K+ ], [Ca2+ ] and RR with respect
to HD end) and the corresponding changes in ∆IUS
and ∆IDS . Figure 4 shows the strong linear Pearson
correlation of ∆IUS and ∆IDS with ∆[K+ ] (median value
of −0.84 and 0.88) and with ∆[Ca2+ ] (median value of
0.78 and −0.91). However, a poor association was found
between both markers and ∆RR because the RR interval

varies much less than [K+ ] and [Ca2+ ] during HD in the
analyzed ESRD patients. The R2 values between ∆IUS
and ∆IDS with ∆[K+ ] were 0.71 and 0.79, and with
∆[Ca2+ ] these were 0.66 and 0.85. As an observation
from Figure 4, a wide range of patterns was obtained for
the investigated relationships. Computational modeling
and simulation of human ventricular electrophysiology
could help to gain insight into the sources of such high
inter-patient variability.

4.

Conclusions

QRS slopes-based markers present remarkable changes
with varying [K+ ] and [Ca2+ ] in ESRD patients.
These results emphasize the importance of characterizing
ECG depolarization, in addition to ECG repolarization,
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Figure 4. Median (25th/75th percentiles) of ρ between
∆IUS (blue) or ∆IDS (red) and ∆[K+ ], ∆[Ca2+ ] and
∆RR. ∆ denotes change with respect to the end of HD
session.
to monitor hypo- or hyperkalemia and hypo- or
hypercalcemia, which could be used to predict arrhythmic
events in these patients.
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